No. F-23/13/IT/10/A/cs-II

Dated: 19-05-2011

To all RDs/JD Incharge

Subject:- Collection/remittance of ESI Contributions through system generated Challans- Collection through non-SBI banks-reg.

Sir,

I am directed to refer to this office letter No. dated 13-4-2011 and to state that the information called for has not been received so far.

However, it is seen that some difficulties are faced in implementation of collection of contribution through system generated challans in regions where a number of non-SBI branches have been designated as collecting branches for collection of ESI contributions.

It has therefore been decided that the collection of contribution through such non-SBI branches including Associate Banks of SBI, should be discontinued and collection would be only through SBI branches. The ROs/SROs may kindly ensure that no inconvenience is caused to the employers. In the absence of the details called for, above decision is taken.

This issues with the approval of FC.

Yours faithfully,

(K. RAJASEKAR)
DIRECTOR (FIN.)

Copy to:

IC/AC (Systems)